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Closing the veil on the hyper-real and embracing the seductive mystery in animation 

Film making today is on a race to make the most lifelike simulations, to provide with 

utter clarity and digital precision a trompe l’oeil effect more real than reality. We have embraced 

the tools of the animator coupled with technology to blur the line between what is real and what 

is simulated. In so doing, we have lost the real and plunged into a world of hyper-simulation. 

All of what we think of as cinema is really animation. Since the dawn of moving pictures 

with the Kinescope by Thomas Edison in 1888, we have seen the still image brought to life, 

animated by the flickering shutter projecting a series of still images sequentially through the 

projector and onto the screen. As Alan Cholodenko states it: ‘To put that case simply, animation 

is the first attraction of the cinema.’ (2) Animated photographs allowed us to see the inanimate 

images spring to life with the illusion of movement. An account by 

Georges Méliès at the showing of the Lumière brothers The Arrival 

of a Train at the Nizhny-Novgorod Fair in July of 1896 expresses 

the magic of the moment when photographs became animated.  

A still photograph showing the place Bellecour in Lyon was projected. A 
little surprised, I just had time to say to my neighbor: “They got us all 
stirred up for projections like this? I’ve been doing them for over ten 
years.” I had hardly finished speaking when a horse pulling a wagon began 
to walk towards us, followed by other vehicles and then pedestrians, in 
short all the animation of the street. Before this spectacle we sat with 
gaping mouths, struck with amazement, astonished beyond all expression. 
(Gunning 34, 35, 38.) 
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Georges Méliès, inspired by what he saw, took his talents as a vaudeville stage magician and 

began creating film with in camera illusions, the most famous being A Trip to the Moon (1902). 

In 1906 a vaudeville artist named J. Stuart Blackton created a short film using a blackboard with 

chalk and cut-out drawings. He interacted with these materials that drew on the screen as if by 

magic and came to life through early stop-motion animation. Humorous Phases of Funny Faces 

was the first animated film. From these beginnings of cinema the photographic illusion of 

movement separated from the drawn or caricatured technique of animation. Photo-based 

movement was considered “real” while the drawn or caricatured movement was considered 

animation. As digital technology has extended the opportunity to make the caricatured easier to 

consider “real”, the technique of animation has once again melted with the photographic image, 

at the same time, we are less seduced by the images created than was Méliès. This lack of 

wonder can partially be explained by our experience as an audience with over a hundred years of 

watching film. Yet, more is involved then just our jaded senses. Wonder has been stolen by 

modernism. 

The search for perfection brought about by modernism has formed a cinema in which we 

no longer believe anything that we see, because everything has been created perfectly. Our pixels 

have been pushed to please the most base of painted pleasures. Because everything conceivable 

in movies is possible with digital technology, then every event viewed is suspect. Our car chases 

and stunts while achieving amazing moves and viewed through camera positions never thought 

achievable seem flaccid and colorless. Our actors walk around with heads facing the wrong way, 

age backwards, and inhabit alien bodies but no longer seem to be able to command our attention 

by their skill, no more do they have presence, just attitude. Animation is capable of achieving 

any dream by the powerful tools employed by today’s digital artists. Tools like motion capture 

and 3-D rendering have blurred the definition of animation, but has it lost it’s magic? By 
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examining ideas on simulation and seduction theorized by the philosopher Jean Baudrillard, I 

hope to understand what gives animation its sense of wonder and why it’s missing from many of 

today’s blockbusters. 

Simulation. 

Baudrillard saw society as desiring more and more to be “caught up in the play of 

images, spectacles and simulacra” (plato.stanford entries/Baudrillard) but cinema was the 

spectacle he was particularly fond of, “I like the cinema. Of all the spectacles it’s even the only 

one I do like” (Baudrillard Selected Interviews 29). During his lifetime, Baudrillard saw cinema 

transformed into the digital construct that we experience today. He became increasingly 

concerned with Western societies romance with images and the replacement of images for 

reality. This concept he called simulation. He accepted cinema as a personal pleasure and an 

opportunity to give over himself to the image. “I am naive, but I accept an image for what it is. 

It’s a sort of ecstasy, but ‘cool’ ecstasy. It is not the innate significance of an image that I really 

receive, it is its charm. So, even if the image is horrific, it is always mitigated by its seductive 

remoteness.” (ibid. 31) He saw our continued thrust towards realism in film as having the same 

effect that he witnessed in our modern culture’s desire for perfection—the loss of relevance. 

Cinema has become hyper-realist, technically sophisticated, effective 
(performanf). All the films are ‘good’—at least, you could never say they 
were of poor quality. But they fail to incorporate any element of make-
believe (I’imaginaire). As if the cinema were basically regressing towards 
infinity, towards some indefinable perfection, a formal, empty perfection. 
(ibid. 29) 

In his book Simulacra and Simulation he pursues the idea of the ultimate end of 

perfection in the concept of the simulacrum, the image as having reference to itself, lacking or 

absorbing the real so that neither the image nor its reference can be told apart. Because both are 

equal, neither is real nor false and both lose meaning, symbolizing nothing. With our spiraling 
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toward visual control of the animated image, we have exchanged reality in our films for virtual 

reality. Baudrillard talks of virtual reality as the goal of modern society; the removal of any 

reference to imperfection. 

Rather than the ideal transformation of the world, the hidden finality of the 
technique would be that of building a perfectly autonomous world, from 
which we can retire and remove definitively. In order to step out of it, the 
world must be achieved. As long as we stay here as alien beings, the world 
cannot be perfect. And to be perfect it must be constructed and artificial. 
Because there is no perfection in the natural state. The human being itself 
is a dangerous imperfection. If he wants to achieve this sort of immortality, 
he must also treat himself as an artefact, and get out of himself, in order to 
move on an artificial orbit, where he can revolve eternally. (“The Virtual 
Illusion: Or the Automatic Writing of the World.” 102) 

This concept of realizing our perfection, has built into it the 

enlightenment notion of society moving towards the future, of seeking 

a universal goal, a Copernican revolution. Thus, the concept of 

perfection in the cinema arts contains within it the seeds of emptiness 

that modern art attained in the 20th century. As Baudrillard examines 

in The Virtual Illusion: Or the Automatic Writing of the World the 

bottle-holder of Duchamp is the prototype of the TV screen. Having 

taken the bottle holder from the ready-made world and declared it art he in essence confers “on it 

an undefinable hyper-reality. A paradoxical acting-out, putting an end both to the bottle-holder 

as a real object and to art as the invention of another scene and to the artist as the protagonist of 

another world.” (ibid. 100) As we distill art to its ultimate perfection it becomes valueless and 

without identity. It looses touch with what is human, because humanity is imperfect. The bottle-

holder is a piece of junk that now is art, therefore, all art can be demoted to junk. (ibid. 100) 
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With the power of digital technologies for virtual illusions, the combination of film and 

animation has converged to create a hyper-realism capable of creating any (1939), Dorothy, 

Toto, the Tin Woodsman, the Cowardly Lion and the Scarecrow 

approach the mighty Oz in the Emerald City. Through a dimly lit hall 

they slowly step forward into the presence of the mysterious wizard. 

Flames shoot to the roof, a giant floating head overwhelms our heros 

and we as an audience fear for their lives—not because of what we 

see, but because of what is implied to lie beyond our visual knowing. 

What lies in the shadows? It could be anyone and capable of anything. 

The shadows hold the potential to be good or evil, death or pleasure, reward or destruction. 

In contrast, our imaginations inform more than any specific image in the Polar Express 

(2005). Characters leap and cavort on screen, accomplishing death-defying feats while the virtual 

camera spins and flies the audience around the North Pole. Based on a beautiful, magical book 

by Chris Van Alsburg, instead of magic, the movie version holds perhaps 5 minutes of the 

enchantment of the Wizard of Oz. Rather, shear bombardment and sideshow marvels have 

replaced awe in an attempt to make us feel something. In this case, they are fighting not only a 

pallidness of the film but also the deadness of the characters. What could be done to make this 3-

D film more magical like the Wizard of Oz? The answer that Hollywood and the industry 

suggests is that they need to break the “Uncanny Valley”, (Mori 33-35) to make our 3D more 

life-like, more perfect. The Uncanny Valley was originally coined by Masahiro Mori in an article 

of the same name in 1970. He was writing about robots but his ideas have translated easily to all 

manner of subjects including 3D imaging. He states: “I have noticed that, as robots appear more 

humanlike, our sense of their familiarity increases until we come to a valley. I call this relation 
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the ‘uncanny valley.’” fix the situation. The deadness 

of the look is a misdirection. In fact, the lack of reality 

in the movement allows us to still have a glimmer of 

imagination even in such a poor movie as The Polar 

Express. The quest for perfection continued with 

movies such as Avatar (2009) and although audiences flocked to see this visual feast, it was food 

lacking in flavor. The indelible quality of seduction that can lead us to 

visual ecstasy. The hyper-realism melted with hyper-movement 

creates a distraction, which becomes a slippery slope of more and 

more excess to cover up the emptiness of the image. Because our 

images are capable of being simulated, and we are willing to accept simulation as truth, then 

images and reality both have become grey. This theater of hyper has come to replace our sense of 

belief in what we are seeing. Belief has nothing to do with seeing, it’s trusting in what is unseen, 

it’s accepting and filling in the image with imagination. Belief takes imagination, simulation 

does not. This change from belief to perfection means that it’s not the same thing we used to feel 

when watching film. Although hyper-realism and hyper-movement have animated our movies 

into a false sense of truth, it is our ability to accept the simulation as a replacement for life that 

has broken down reality.  

The New York Times reported in the magazine section July 

2009 about a Japanese man who had a long-term relationship with an 

animation character based on a porn game. He carried a pillow around 

with him accepting it as his girlfriend and taking it on dates. In the 

past, he had had relationships with real girls, but had chosen to make a 

lasting relationship with a 2-D drawing on a pillow case. 
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He’s not alone in his attachment to the constructed reality through the use of animation 

images on giant pillows. There is a thriving community in Japan of men who buy, sell and trade 

commercial products and home-made ones that provide them with pillow versions of popular 

animae characters and treat them as real, or greater than real as Baudrillard would declare, 

simulacrum. These simulated relationships with 30-to-40 year old males are called Moes derived 

from a Japanese word meaning budding. As in a budding flower or a young girl. These 

sexualized child drawings become for Moe’s a relationship that they are not willing to part with. 

A relationship that has taken the ideas of simulation to a Baudrillard conclusion. 

In a sense, Baudrillard would argue that we are all moe’s. That we have exchanged 

relationships with people for relationships with images and devices that project images. Guided 

by our desires for perfection in life, art and humanity. This, then, is the essence of pornography. 

Everything is to be produced, everything is to be legible, everything is to 
become real, visible, accountable; everything is to be transcribed in 
relations of force, systems of concepts or measurable energy; everything 
is to be said, accumulated, indexed and recorded. This is sex as it exists in 
pornography, but more generally, this is the enterprise of our entire 
culture, whose natural condition is obscene: a culture of monstration, of 
demonstration, of productive monstrosity. (Seduction 34-35) 

The pornography of images provides for a slippery slope of stimulation achieved through more 

and more exposure. Avatar falls into this definition of imagery. 

In the 1964 novel The Three Stigmata of Palmer Eldritch written by Phillip K. Dick, 

martian colonists suffer the intolerable position of life on the red planet by taking a substance 

called Cann-D that allows them to inhabit a world made from a miniature play set that they use 

to create a virtual experience of Earth. They inhabit the body of a doll 

called Perkey Pat. This virtual reality allows them to tolerate the rest 

of their time in the hell that is Mars. They live for the virtual world 

and suffer the real world waiting for the opportunity to be free of their 
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true lives. They pay a monthly price to the Canned-D sales person for the drug that helps them 

live this alternate reality. This is a concept of simulation that eerily reflects the modern gamer. 

As the experience grows stale they enhance it by purchasing add-ons to the Perkey Pat set to help 

maintain the excitement, new cars, new cloths and new art. Simulation, Simulacrum, 

Pornography. This prescient novel exemplifies Baudrillard nearly 30 years before he wrote 

Simulacra and Simulation. This then is the end that modern cinema drives toward. The opposite 

of this is seduction providing for the mystery in imagination, for covering with the veil.  

Seduction 

In his opening to Seduction, Jean Baudrillard states: “Seduction, however, never belongs 

to the order of nature, but that of artifice—never to the order of energy, but that of signs and 

rituals.” Seduction belongs to the feminine and in Baudrillard’s view it is the power that the 

feminine has always had. He sees seduction as something denied by modern women as a power 

that is not phallic and not contained by the male understanding of reality. He understands sexual 

power as being male. “Freud was right: there is but one sexuality, one libido – and it is 

masculine” (Seduction 6) In declaring this, he sees the feminist movement as having capitulated 

their values to embrace male conceits about reality and power. He believes that modern feminist 

“do not understand that seduction represents mastery over the symbolic universe, while power 

represents only mastery of the real universe. The sovereignty of seduction is incommensurable 

with the possession of political or sexual power.” (ibid 8) The feminine capability of seduction is 

slippery, it’s the stuff of half-remembered dreams, of ideas filtered through moonlight, and of 

symbols. Seduction has the power to twist and turn ideas on their head. “The ability to turn 

appearances in on themselves, to play on the body’s appearances, rather than with the depths of 

desire. Now all appearances are reversible . . . only at the level of appearances are systems 
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fragile and vulnerable . . . meaning is vulnerable only to enchantment. One must be incredibly 

blind to deny the sole force that is equal and superior to all others, since with a simple play of the 

strategy of appearances, it turns them upside down.” (ibid. 8) By its nature it is ambiguous, never 

quite sure of its true nature hinting at much.  

One of the great effects of this dominantly ocular-centric medium is the 
very expressivity built into its blind spots. Seduction, Baudrillard notes, 
‘removes something from the order of the visible’; it is a play of veils, 
refusing to ‘tear away the veil in the name of some manifestation of truth 
or desire.’ (1990, 33-4) This is cinema’s seduction: despite its 
ocularcentric premise, it functions through a constant bait-and-switch, 
convincing us to keep watching by holding out on us. (Vaughan, 54) 

Animation is called the illusion of life. How appropriate is this term especially when we 

realize that simulation is the opposite of illusion. Simulation always strives to be mistaken for 

reality. Illusion is understood by the creator and the audience not to be real, but something 

enchanted, something seductive. An aspect of seduction is its capacity for play, for being one 

thing then, another. In the film Who Framed Roger Rabbit (1988) Bob Hoskins plays a detective 

with a client that is a rabbit. In a scene near the middle of the movie, he enters Toontown (made 

up of animation while he remains live-action) and in his search for Jessica Rabbit, the voluptuous 

cartoon human wife of Roger Rabbit, he sees what appears to be Jessica with her back to him. In 

a classic animation twist, he speaks to her, she turns to reveal that it is Jessica’s opposite, a 

hideously ugly creature who has been waiting for a man. “A Man!” She declares and chases after 

a frightened Bob Hoskins. The mistaken identity and flipping of the detective from being 

attracted to the unseen character—and through him us, the audience, to being appalled when the 

character is fully revealed and now desires him, is an example of how seduction can play with 

our perceptions and send mixed signals. Seduction and its play with symbols, compels us not 

only with what is being show on the screen but, with what is not being shown. The missing 
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information is just as important as the visible. In animation, as film, we accept the illusion not 

because it’s real but because it’s not real. 

The use of 3-D computer techniques does not always have to be in service to realism. The 

computer is, after all, just a tool. Visual seduction and symbolism can achieve innovative results 

with a tool that is capable of anything. 

An excellent example of this is the 2004 

academy award winning film Ryan by Ryan Larkin is 

feeling and thinking within this documentary 

animation. Elements of Ryan’s thought process project 

out of his head like some mad construct—a Salvador 

Dali effect. As he speaks, he comes apart or builds 

again depending on the emotion he is feeling. The short takes the ideas of seduction and entices 

us with a surreal world in which reality is not mimicked but used as a canvas for symbolic 

understanding. In this, Ryan provides layers of meaning that give us insight into the life of Ryan 

Larkin and Chris Landreth. 

Animation achieves greatness through the veil, through the 

illusion. It starts to fall apart when it reaches toward simulation. 

Within the realm of seduction dwells the great works of animation 

from artist such as Stuart Blackton, Lotte Reiniger, the Fleischer 

Brothers, Walt Disney, Norman McClaren, Aardman, Yuriy 

Norshteyn, Fredrick Back and Hayao Miyazaki among others. Of 

these great directors and creators of animation one name consistently 

leads critics lists and animator polls as having created the greatest 

animations of all time. This is the work of Yuri Norstein. 
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The short animations of Yuri Norstein of Russia have been voted numerous times as the 

best ever. Tale of Tales was voted in 1984 by the Los Angeles Olympic Arts Festival’s large 

international jury to be the greatest animation of all time. In 2002 at the Zagreb World Festival of 

animated films it was again voted by large international jury to be the 

greatest animation of all time. In 2003 Hedge Hog in the Fog was 

voted by 140 international artists as the best animation ever. Norstein 

worked at Soyuzmulfilm Drawn Animation Studio under communism 

when creating both of these films. Both films share the ambiguity of seeming to be children’s 

stories or to use child-like metaphors combined with adult ideas. In particular, Hedge Hog in the 

Fog (1975) taps into the child. The story describes the adventure of a hedgehog setting out in the 

evening to see his friend the bear so that they can count stars together. He travels through a misty 

river valley, getting lost on the way. While in the fog he encounters a variety of mysterious 

animals. The fog provides the veil as he tries to interpret the images around him. He is at first 

followed by an inquisitive owl, who straddles the divide between 

being curious and sometimes seeming threatening towards the 

little hedgehog. At the edge of the mist, he comes across a white 

horse grazing. The sight of the horse touches his soul; he is moved 

by the beauty and mystery of the great animal and its benign presence. He wonders if it would 

drown if it lay down in the fog? So, seduced by the beauty of the animal and his curiosity, he 

steps into this symbolic world of veils. He cannot see even himself in the fog, and by the same 

token, loses all reference to the real world. Baudrillard says in Seduction, “To seduce is to die as 

reality and reconstitute oneself as illusion. It is to be taken in by one’s own illusion and move in 

an enchanted world” (69). 
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Suddenly something falls. Scared, he hides his eyes, then 

when he looks, the mysterious object has visually transformed into a 

leaf. The leaf moves and a snail magically appears from under it, 

creating through the simple cascade of events a symbolic 

transformation of the cycle of life, death and rebirth. Unsure about the mystery of the leaf, he 

hesitantly picks it up. By engaging in the enchanted world, he notices the shape of an elephant in 

the mist. The vision fades back into the fog. He looks at the leaf and gently puts it back on the 

ground, its transformative power is too much for him. He gingerly exits the scene and does not 

notice the horses grazing head coming out of the fog nibbling grass 

and casually moving the leaf. The world of enchantment that the 

hedgehog has entered is perhaps a different, less mysterious, 

experience for the horse.  

A bat attacks, the owl returns, shapes move in and out of the shrouded world and the 

hedgehog becomes so enveloped in this enchantment that he drops his jar of jam that he was 

bringing to his friend, thereby losing the purpose that brought him into the fog. In this new space 

of shrouded symbolism, anything is possible, nonsense can occur. This is not simulation and 

hyper-real, this is the realm of dreams of metaphor, of 

transformation. He at one point uses a stick to reach out into the 

mysterious mist only to come into contact with a grand tree. He 

looks up through the branches as the setting sun hits them igniting 

the moment and transforming the tree into a network of beauty. At one point he seems to be 

walking through a cathedral of trees holding a glowing ember—candle like, yet it too transforms 
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back into a stick when a firefly momentarily resting on 

it flitters away. As it begins to get darker, he keeps 

hoping to see the horse or to find his friend. But, this is 

not perfect sterile world of simulation, this is a 

dangerous place. In the end, he finds his friend and is 

returned to the world, but changed. As his friend talks, 

he thinks about the horse in the fog, he wonders how the horse is doing? The horse is the 

seducer, the one who drew him into the mythical world. He yearns for this. His friend the bear 

chastises him, “I called for you yet, you never answered.”  

The hedgehog was seduced, within a 

transformative experience. He had been the one 

who could count the stars, analyze the world, 

quantify it, enlighten the bear. Can he still count 

the stars or has the world of symbols 

overshadowed the real world so much that 

counting has lost its color? In a sense, the hedgehog and bear represents our fascination with 

ordering the universe, commanding and creating an enlightened view of the world. The desire for 

knowledge, to make everything clear, to perfect our understanding, to perfect ourselves leads to 

an empty life. The hedgehog is seduced by mystery and enters the twilight zone of the fog, he is 

transformed by the experience and in the end longs for the symbolic. Baudrillard states: “All that 

is hidden and still enjoys a forbidden status, will be unearthed, rendered to speech and made to 

bow before the facts. The real is growing ever larger, some day the entire universe will be real, 

and when the real is universal, there will be death.” (Seduction 32) This is the difference between 

simulation and seduction. 
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The hyper-real and the hyper-movement cannot be sustained. The desire to carry these 

ideas to the extreme has invested us with the use of stereoscopic illusion to entice the viewer that 

the image is more real than ever. Stereo films have already seen a decline in viewership brought 

about by a variety of reasons as suggested by Slate magazine. Underlying the reasons suggested 

such as the increased cost to viewers, the quick recycling of 2-D films to 3-D conversion, the 

cheapest, worst films trying to ride the wave of 3-D sensationalism to make an extra dollar is the 

underlying issue of disillusionment. (Slate, 8/15/2011) Is it more magical just because it’s in 

stereo? The addition of the stereo effect does provide for some carnival–like curiosity which 

shows in the medium’s initial public response in 2009 with the release of Avatar which set box 

office records. The film-maker’s goal with stereo was to build on our pornographic desire for 

clinical, visual illusion instead of adding to the mystery and imagination of the film. The 

audiences’ first blush enthusiasm has turned to a jaded “so what” response.  

This struggle with trompe l’oeil has taken cinema at the end of the modern era to a dead 

end. We dream of creating virtual worlds more real than that we live in, of attaining perfection 

within man, of removing the messiness of the universe. By doing so, we will reach the end of 

what is man, the end of our world, the end to the real. Only by embracing the seduction, looking 

to the symbol and allowing mystery and the ambiguity of imagination, can we hope to continue 

to be relevant and alive. 3D technology can be seductive, it does not have to bow to its weaker 

variant of simulation, it can seduce and symbolize. It has the potential to become more than 

simple perfection. In the hands of film-makers and animators with post-modern vision, the 

potential of the medium, and by its analogy our lives, may be realized by closing the veil on the 

hyper-real and embracing the seductive mystery of life. 
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Yozhik v Tuman (Hedgehog in the Fog). Dir. Yuriy Norshteyn. By Sergei Kozlov. Perf. 

Vyacheslav Nevinnyy, Mariya Vinogradova, Aleksey Batalov. Soyuzmultfilm, 1975. 
DVD. 



Re-animating Film by the  
Seducing Veil Across the  

Hyper-real

r. brad yarhouse



Animation is the first attraction of the  
cinema.

-Alan Cholodenko



the Lumière brothers "The Arrival of the Train" 1895



the Lumière brothers "The Arrival of the Train" 1895



J. Stuart Blackton "Humorus Phases of Funny Faces" 1906



Our pixels have been pushed to please  
the most base of painted pleasures.



Our pixels have been pushed to please 
the most base of painted pleasures.

Death Becomes Her 1992



Our pixels have been pushed to please 
the most base of painted pleasures.

Curious case of benjamin button 2008



Our pixels have been pushed to please 
the most base of painted pleasures.

Avatar 2009



Simulation



‘Cinema has become hyper-realist, technically  
sophisticated, effective (performanf). All the films are  
‘good’—at least, you could never say they were of  
poor quality. But they fail to incorporate any element  
of make-believe (I’imaginaire). As if the cinema were  
basically regressing towards infinity, towards some  
indefinable perfection, a formal, empty perfection.’

(Baudrillard Selected Interviews, 29)



The human being itself is a dangerous imperfection. If 
he wants to achieve this sort of immortality, he must  
also treat himself as an artefact, and get out of  
himself, in order to move on an artificial orbit, where  
he can revolve eternally.’

(“Theory, Culture & Society”, 102)

 



bottle holder, Duchamp 1914



Wizard of Oz 1939



Polar Express 2007



Masahiro Mori

The Uncanny Valley



Avatar 2009



NIsan with 
Nemutan



Mondo's Doll Collection



‘Everything is to be produced, everything is to be legible,  
everything is to become real, visible, accountable; everything is  
to be transcribed in relations of force, systems of concepts or  
measurable energy; everything is to be said, accumulated,  
indexed and recorded. This is sex as it exists in pornography,  
but more generally, this is the enterprise of our entire culture,  
whose natural condition is obscene: a culture of monstration, of  
demonstration, of productive monstrosity.’

(Baudrillard, Seduction, 34-35)



"The Three Stigmata of Palmer Eldritch" by Phillip K. Dick 1964



Seduction



‘The ability to turn appearances in on themselves, to play on  
the body’s appearances, rather than with the depths of desire.  
Now all appearances are reversible . . . only at the level of  
appearances are systems fragile and vulnerable . . . meaning is  
vulnerable only to enchantment. One must be incredibly blind to  
deny the sole force that is equal and superior to all others,  
since with a simple play of the strategy of appearances, it turns  
them upside down.’

(Baudrillard, Seduction, 6)



simulation is the opposite of illusion



Seductions Capacity for Play



Ryan by Chris Landreth

http://www.nfb.ca/film/ryan/


Blackton  
Lotte Reiniger
Fleischer Brothers
Walt Disney  
Nick Park
Norman McClaren
Fredrick Back  
Hayao Miyazaki



Yuriy Norshteyn "HedgeHog in the Fog" (1975)







'To seduce is to die as  
reality and reconstitute  
oneself as illusion. It is to  
be taken in by one’s own 
illusion and move in an  
enchanted world’

(Baudrillard, 69)









The hedgehog was seduced, within a transformative experience. 
He had been the one who could count the stars, analyze the  
world, quantify it, enlighten the bear. Can he still count the stars  
or has the world of symbols overshadowed the real world so  
much that counting has lost its color?



All that is hidden and still enjoys a forbidden  
status, will be unearthed, rendered to speech  
and made to bow before the facts. The real is 
growing ever larger, some day the entire  
universe will be real, and when the real is  
universal, there will be death.’

(Baudrillard, Seduction, 32)

This is the difference between  
simulation and seduction.





the potential of the medium and by its analogy  
our lives, may be realized by closing the veil on  
the hyper-real and embracing the seductive  
mystery of life.
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